
Robert Smith 
Lead Scorekeeper

PERSONAL STATEMENT

A senior Scorekeeper position in management drawing on extensive 
experience in working in management. Work in a team-based environment 
where continuous improvement, dedication, creativity, and commitment to 
quality and customer satisfaction is encouraged.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Lead Scorekeeper
ABC Corporation -   September 2012 – April 2014 

Responsibilities:

 Assures that the score, time and other official game information is 
accurately reflected on the Scoreboard or handwritten record.

 Keeps the game officials on schedule so that back-to-back games stay 
on schedule.

 Provides the written record of the event and any relevant statistics to a 
designated official so they become part of the official league record.

 Maintains an accurate Scorebook by keeping track of the game score 
and all other statistics and important data in written form.

 Keeps score for that seasons children basketball games.
 Pays careful attention to the game to see when a team would score.
 Works with the kids and help with whatever problems they had.

Scorekeeper
Delta Corporation -   2008 – 2012 

Responsibilities:

 part-time) Scorekeeper Maintaining score keeping book for multiple 
sports Maintain cleanliness of fields and playing surfaces Helping 
enlighten other .

 Had to make sure the games started on time with players and officials 
and recorded the score of the adult softball games.

 Change bases, announce scores, record actions in a book.
 As the scorekeeper i was trusted with the game clock and score for 

basketball and volleyball games.
 Also input fouls and managed the shot clock.
 Kept score for trap shoot from the last week of july for the first week of 

august every summer.
 Kept score and individual stats for players.

Education

BA in Criminal Justice - 2011(Campbell University - Buies Creek, NC)
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Computer , People , 
Quick Learner, Upbeat 
Attitude, Microsoft Word,
Excel, Powerpoint, Type 
87 Wpm.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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